Amir attends ceremony to welcome first Rafale squadron

In brief

His Highness the Amir Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad al-Thani yesterday attended a reception ceremony to welcome the first squadron of Rafale fighter jets of the Qatar Amiri Air Force.

The ceremony was attended by ofﬁ cers, non-commissioned ofﬁ cers and members of the squadron at Al Adiyat.

His Highness the Amir witnessed a ﬂ ypast of the Rafale aircraft conducted by the Al Adiyat squadron.

The Rafale aircraft were received by the Amir from French company Dassault Aviation SA.

Sudanese protest leaders request talks; death toll hits 101

S udanese protest leaders yesterday turned down an offer by the ruling military council for talks and demanded instead a cooling-off period for detainees that doctors said has left 101 people dead.

The military council offered yesterday to hand over detainees in a prison close to the site of one of the worst incidents in the nearly seven-month-old protesters’ campaign against the military’s seizure of power. The council also offered to release home some of the hundreds of protesters who are being held.

The rejection came after the council offered talks on the basis of an agreement that the protesters must adhere to, but which the protesters said they would reject.

The Sudanese people are not open for talks,” said Amjad Farid, a spokesman for the protest group the Alliance for Freedom and Change, which was quick to reject the council’s overtures.

The rejection came after the council offered talks on the basis of an agreement that the protesters must adhere to, but which the protesters said they would reject.
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**ONL’s June events focus on travel**

**V**isitors to Queen Nour Library in West Bay are invited to take part in a specially designed programme throughout June to beat the country’s summer travel bug and explore new destinations and holidays through the world of books.

‘Travel the World with Mango Languages’ in June is a bilingual course that introduces the intensive, app, which offers a unique opportunity to learn languages, and can be accessed for free with the membership card. Participants will be guided to explore the Mango Languages app and set up an account through a daily course in their choice of language.

‘Travel through cities’ seeks to be a new language section for ONL. It contains a new story every week about different cities all over the world. Whether you’re flying off or staying at home, ONL takes you on an exciting journey around the globe to explore new destinations and holidays as never before.

Several workshops and lecture courses to be held throughout June

**Metro sets new ridership record**

**HMC records 781 emergency cases on second day of Eid**

By Joseph Verghees

The Ministry of Transportation and Higher Education has complimented the Hamad Medical Corporation (HMC) for its second consecutive weekend of emergency cases.

The Ministry of Transportation and Higher Education has complimented the Hamad Medical Corporation (HMC) for its second consecutive weekend of emergency cases. The ministry said that the cases were handled within the framework of the measures taken by the Ministry of Health, which aimed to ensure the smooth development of transportation activities during the month of Ramadan.

The ministry has also expressed its appreciation to the citizens and residents of Qatar for their active participation and support during the implementation of the measures taken to ensure the smooth development of transportation activities during the month of Ramadan.

**Ministry fully monitors Eid ambulances**

The Ministry of Public Health has announced that the Ambulance Service at Qatar National Health System (QNHS), which is responsible for the emergency medical services, will fully monitor the Eid ambulances to ensure the smooth running of the transportation activities during the month of Ramadan.

According to a statement issued by the ministry, the ambulances will be fully monitored by the service, which will ensure that the service is provided in a safe and efficient manner.

The ministry has also commended the citizens and residents of Qatar for their active participation and support during the implementation of the measures taken to ensure the smooth running of the transportation activities during the month of Ramadan.

**ONL’s June events focus on travel**

By Aljazeera Staff
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It is as simple as ‘Thank You’

By Reem Albothaab

H eavy eating? That’s so last month—how about trying to eat healthy this month? I start this week’s column by sharing with you my favorite recipes for healthy snacks and the several Energy Balls that I make to keep me going during the Ramadan fasting period.

Saffron and Cardamom Energy Balls

Recipe makes 10/11 medium sized Energy Balls

Ingredients

- A pinch of Saffron
- 1 tbs of honey or maple syrup
- 1/2 a cup of well crushed walnuts
- Cardamom

Method

In a bowl, mix all the ingredients together. Roll your energy balls on wax paper and place them in the refrigerator. I store them in the refrigerator before you start. Mix all the ingredients together. Roll your energy balls and store them in the refrigerator before you start.

Benefits of eating healthy snacks as a treat rather than a meal reduce you from feeling hungry.

It is as simple as ‘Thank You’

By Reem Albothaab

I set an intention for the day. Over the course of the week, I write down that intention every day and I always try to live up to it. I find that my intentions are much clearer and more specific when I write them down. At the end of the week, I reflect on my intentions to see if I have met them. It is a great way to hold yourself accountable.

Does your story suck? One theory is the development of stories about ourselves is fostered through stories about individuals we encounter in our daily lives. These stories aren’t always true or accurate, but we can use them to make sense of the world around us. We often make up stories about our own experiences and the experiences of others. These stories can help us make sense of the world and can shape our identity.

Daily Spiritual Practice

Friend and colleague, Upal Singh, in his book ‘Lighting a Spiritual Practice’ explains that a spiritual practice is a way of living outside of the material world. It is a practice that allows us to connect with our inner selves and to live in the present moment. In this practice, Upal Singh encourages us to connect with our inner selves and to live in the present moment. In this practice, Upal Singh encourages us to connect with our inner selves and to live in the present moment. In this practice, Upal Singh encourages us to connect with our inner selves and to live in the present moment.
US and Russia spar over plane intercept near Syria
A Russian fighter jet made a dangerous high-speed pass in front of a US surveillance aircraft at risk of causing an international incident.

The US and Russia have sparred over a dangerous intercept near Syria.

The US Department of Defense said that a Russian fighter jet made a high-speed pass in front of a US surveillance aircraft on Sunday.

The DoD said a Russian Su-27 Flanker made a high-speed pass directly in front of the P-8A Poseidon involved in the intercept.

In a statement, the DoD said one of the intercepts "was not in line with international regulations or with the understanding that both sides have reached through talks." It added, "The USNavy and US intelligence assets maintained their appropriate, defensive, and lockstep with Trump, voiced concerns about the intercept.

Senator Lindsey Graham, a Republican who is ready to challenge Trump, voiced his concern about the intercept.

"One man and woman with a strong background in national security, former Vice President of the United States, Vice Admiral Mike Moreau, said that the intercept was a dangerous act that "pushed the US into a potential crisis with Russia."

The USNavy said it had "cut off" contact with Russia after the intercept.

The intercept comes amid tensions between the US and Russia in the Middle East, where Russian forces have weakened the US military presence.

Washington Post

US senators seek to block US arms sales to Saudi Arabia

WASHINGTON

US senators are seeking to block US arms sales to Saudi Arabia, which is involved in a war in Yemen.

The move comes as US lawmakers have been more critical of the Saudi arms deal.

"Selling more bombs to the Saudis was a turning point in preventing the sales," Senator Chris Murphy, a Democrat, said.

"While I understand that arms deals are important to our national security, I believe it is crucial to protect our interests in the Middle East," Murphy said.

The senators nonetheless said they would use their influence to stop the arms sales.

"I urge my colleagues on both sides of the aisle to support our efforts to block these arms sales," Senator Lindsey Graham, a Republican, said.

The move comes after the US, which is a key ally of Saudi Arabia, has decided to provide financial assistance to the war in Yemen.

The US senators are seeking to block US arms sales to Saudi Arabia, which is involved in a war in Yemen.
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Iran denies US claims of midair intercepts

TEHRAN

Iran has denied US claims of midair intercepts of ballistic missiles, saying it had intercepted and tracked the missiles.

Iran's Revolutionary Guard has denied US claims of intercepting its ballistic missiles.

"Iran has a defensive and deterrent power, and we are not afraid of any US threats," General Amir Ali Hajizadeh, the head of the Revolutionary Guard's aerospace division, said.

"The US has been trying to prevent Iran from developing its ballistic missile program," Hajizadeh said.
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Mozambique police rejects Islamic State attack claim

By Joaquim Moniz, AFP

The Islamic State group has rejected an attack claim that left two dead and a number injured near the Mozambican town of Montebelo in the Sofala province on Monday night, police officials said.

“Zambezia police dismiss the claim out-right,” said police provincial spokesman Captain Amilia Mabanda in a statement.

“Zimbabwe military in Cabo Delgado attack claim police rejects the local group — because they are spreading, and it’s good for the local group — because they feel that they are part of a greater movement. It’s propaganda, but it’s spreading,” the spokesman added.

Mabanda had earlier confirmed the attack claim, saying two people had been killed and several others injured.

“Two bodies were found with gunshot wounds and the attack took place at the road in the direction of Cacau,” Mabanda said.

However, local MPs and community leaders have told local media that the attack was carried out by an internal dispute and not by foreign insurgents. Four people were killed in a firefight that began late on Monday night.

The Mozambican government said it was investigating the attack, which occurred in a remote area.

Meanwhile, tensions have increased in the province, where the Islamic State group has been active, and local officials have warned of further violence.

“Foreign groups are trying to spread their activities in the province, and we are concerned about this,” said provincial economic planning advisor Tiago Sócrates.

The attack is one of several in recent months that have raised concerns about the security situation in the province.

Meanwhile, the Mozambican government has announced plans to increase security measures in the area, following a series of attacks by the militants.

The Islamic State group has been active in the province for several years, and its activities have led to widespread violence and displacement.

The government has promised to increase security measures, but progress has been slow.

The attack on Monday night is the latest in a series of incidents that have raised concerns about the security situation in the province.
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Trump adviser casts doubt on tariff plan

Plagiarism charges hit Biden, campaign corrects mistake

US border arrests of families hit record

Brick House

Construction of the wall, which Donald Trump promised during the 2016 campaign to set up along the US-Mexico border, has reached the stage where US authorities are imposing new sanctions on migrants attempting to cross the border.

The model has already been tried in a number of countries, with positive results.

However, there are concerns that the wall could be a double-edged sword, as it could lead to a decrease in the number of migrants crossing the border, but also to an increase in the number of migrants who try to enter the country illegally.

The Trump administration has been under pressure to take action against illegal immigration, and the wall has been seen as a symbol of the president's commitment to the issue.

The construction of the wall has been controversial, with many critics arguing that it would be a waste of money and that it would not solve the problem of illegal immigration.

However, the administration has been determined to complete the wall, and has been pushing for funding to continue the project.

In recent weeks, there have been reports of shortages of materials and workers, which could delay the completion of the wall.

Despite these challenges, the administration is determined to see the project through to completion.
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Junta chief elected PM in Thailand

Thailand’s junta chief Prayut Chan-o-cha was elected prime minister yesterday as the kingdom’s first civilian prime minister since the 1932 coup led by a junta led with approval of the conservative, anti-communist army. The coup’s leaders, who had faced political challenges, the constitutional crisis it had triggered and criticism from abroad, had pushed the junta to name its own prime minister and have parliament approve the choice. The new prime minister is set to be a key figure in Thailand’s politics, as it will be crucial for the country’s democratic transition to proceed.

A South Korean law professor has written a novel about the life of a South Korean general who was a key figure in the country’s political history. The novel, which was published in 2018, is titled “The General’s Daughter” and is set in South Korea during the late 19th and early 20th centuries. It tells the story of a woman who was born to a general and is raised by her father. The novel explores themes of gender, power, and the political struggles of the time.

Lanka proposes new law on fake news after Easter attacks

Sri Lanka’s government will introduce a new law for three years for those caught spreading fake news and hate speech on social media, the government said yesterday. Following a series of online hate and discrimination after the Easter Sunday attacks, the government decided to introduce a new law.

The new law will provide for the punishment of those who use social media to spread false information. The government has been concerned about the spread of fake news and hate speech on social media, particularly after the Easter Sunday attacks when a series of suicide bomb attacks on churches and hotels caused widespread damage and loss of life.

The new law will give the police the power to seize material and order the removal of content that is deemed to be harmful. It will also provide for the prosecution of those who spread false information or engage in hate speech.

Eid in Indonesia

Indonesians use a wooden boat to attend morning prayers to celebrate Eid al-Fitr at Putussibau in Kapuas Hulu, West Kalimantan

White roses offer Eid solidarity in Myanmar

White roses offer Eid solidarity in Myanmar

Prayut Chan-o-cha: A profile

This General Prayut Chan-o-cha is a former army chief who staged a coup in May 2014, followed by months of large-scale demonstrations against an elected administration Prayut had opposed. He became the centrepiece of a military regime and was appointed prime minister of Thailand by the military in May 2014. He has been in power for two years.

Prayut has been criticised for making offensive comments on women, having posted a video on Facebook with the caption “The [female] body is a fortress for democracy.” He has also been accused of engaging in corrupt practices.

Other analysts say Prayut’s leadership has been generally stable and has contributed to economic growth. His government has been praised for its efforts to improve the country’s economy, particularly in the areas of infrastructure and investment.

Prayut has also shown a willingness to engage with international partners, including foreign leaders and NGOs. He has been involved in numerous international initiatives, including the implementation of the Paris Agreement on climate change. Prayut has also been involved in efforts to improve education and health care in the country.

Prayut’s government has also faced criticism for its handling of the Rohingya crisis in Myanmar. Prayut has been accused of failing to take action to address the crisis, and of failing to provide assistance to those affected.

In summary, Prayut Chan-o-cha is a complex figure who has been the subject of much debate and controversy. His leadership has been marked by a mix of successes and failures, and his legacy will be determined by the outcome of upcoming elections and the country’s economic and political trajectory.
Australians are demanding the raids on broadcaster ABC.

The logo for Australia’s public broadcaster ABC is seen at its head office building in Sydney.

A woman sues Tokyo medical schools over discrimination

A Japanese woman yesterday won her discrimination claim against medical schools that she says returned her because of her gender and age, in a case her lawyer said was the “tip of the iceberg.”

Last year a砂 academic, 27, who said she had been returned and denied a postgraduate job offer, sued 10 medical schools.

The court on Tuesday awarded her ¥36 million ($330,000) in damages from the three schools.

The court ordered the three schools to pay ¥12 million ($108,000) each to the two women.

The court also ordered the three schools to pay ¥6 million ($54,000) each to the two women.

The court ordered the three schools to pay ¥3 million ($27,000) each to the two women.

The court ordered the three schools to pay ¥2 million ($18,000) each to the two women.

The court ordered the three schools to pay ¥1 million ($9,000) each to the two women.

The court ordered the three schools to pay ¥500,000 ($4,500) each to the two women.

The court ordered the three schools to pay ¥250,000 ($2,250) each to the two women.

The court ordered the three schools to pay ¥125,000 ($1,125) each to the two women.

The court ordered the three schools to pay ¥62,500 ($562.50) each to the two women.

The court ordered the three schools to pay ¥31,250 ($281.25) each to the two women.

The court ordered the three schools to pay ¥15,625 ($135.63) each to the two women.

The court ordered the three schools to pay ¥7,812.50 ($70.62) each to the two women.

The court ordered the three schools to pay ¥3,906.25 ($35.31) each to the two women.

The court ordered the three schools to pay ¥1,953.12 ($17.65) each to the two women.

The court ordered the three schools to pay ¥976.56 ($8.83) each to the two women.

The court ordered the three schools to pay ¥488.28 ($4.40) each to the two women.

The court ordered the three schools to pay ¥244.14 ($2.19) each to the two women.

The court ordered the three schools to pay ¥122.07 ($1.09) each to the two women.

The court ordered the three schools to pay ¥61.04 ($0.55) each to the two women.

The court ordered the three schools to pay ¥30.52 ($0.27) each to the two women.

The court ordered the three schools to pay ¥15.26 ($0.14) each to the two women.

The court ordered the three schools to pay ¥7.63 ($0.07) each to the two women.

The court ordered the three schools to pay ¥3.81 ($0.03) each to the two women.

The court ordered the three schools to pay ¥1.91 ($0.02) each to the two women.
Women take flight against state pension age rise to court

Police officers reject calls for Troubles amnesty

Women born in the 1950s will be 70 years old next year, at the moment of maximum sensitivity and difficulty as we seek a judicial review of how the government consulted the relevant age and to try to force the government to repay them their lost pensions. Nearly 400,000 women have been forced to wait almost a year longer than anticipated for their pensions after changes to the state pension age. Two class actions have now taken place (privately funded) in the High Court in a bid to obtain redress for these women. (More will be said below about the rulings in the Privy Council.)

U Prince Donald Trump...
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Military bid to recover climbers' bodies aborted

An expedition in the Indian Himalayas which started to retrieve the bodies of four Britons, more than 5,000 meters (16,400 feet) above sea level, has been abandoned because of the high altitude, the terrain, and the risk of avalanches.

The climbers, who were part of a group from the UK, died on Nanda Devi, one of the world's highest peaks, on August 15. The bodies had been spotted by a helicopter but efforts to retrieve them have been abandoned due to the challenging conditions.

The expedition had hoped to use a combination of helicopters and rescue teams to bring the bodies back to safety, but officials have now decided that the operation is too risky and too difficult.

The decision to abandon the operation comes after several attempts were made to retrieve the bodies. The climbers had been found near the summit of Nanda Devi, but the high altitude and the challenging terrain made the rescue operation very difficult.

The Indian government has been under pressure to retrieve the bodies of the climbers, who were on a mountaineering expedition, but the decision to abandon the operation has been met with criticism.
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Military has agreed to budget cut: Imran

The Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KP) government has withdrawn its notifications announcing the withdrawal of the status of minister to three ministers who have ruled the nuclear-armed province, Khan added. The earlier notifications were that the status of minister to make him eligible for a blue passport. Meanwhile, government spokespeople said that the notificiations were issued in Public Interest by Government Spokespersons Division.

Ministerial status withdrawal from KP chief minister’s advisers and assistants

W e do appreciate the efforts of all political parties [in nominating minority members], but despite the assistance of the community, they seem to have been ignored, " Singh said that even though he had successfully applied for a ticket with the PTI, it was rejected.

The PTI awarded the ticket to Wazir, who only recently joined the party. The PTI dissolved the ticket holders for the upcoming provincial elections.

The provincial assembly already has room for a single member to be added. According to the constitution, the number of provincial assembly members can be increased by the provincial assembly on the recommendation of the chief minister.

A police officer stands guard in front of the India Pakistan Wagah Border post.
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The United States has praised the Philippines for its “proactive" engagement in South China Sea matters, even if it is not in line with the rest of the world, in that part of the world. Palace spokesperson Salvador Panelo said, following renewed clashes between US and Chinese warplanes, on Wednesday that the Philippines has taken its own position on the South China Sea.

“The Philippines would want stability in this part of the world, in that part of the world,” Palace spokesman Salvador Panelo said, following renewed clashes between US and Chinese warplanes, on Wednesday that the Philippines has taken its own position on the South China Sea.

“Senator-elect Pia Cayetano, including Ralph Recto, agreed that the United States' presence would be helpful, but China's role in the South China Sea needs to be "managed," according to reports on the South China Sea. General Wei Fenghe, China's Defense Minister, said that the South China Sea is "ours," adding that China was "not afraid of air space" and that it wants peace and stability in the South China Sea, as well as the Philippines, the United States, and China.

According to the commission of the Duterte administration, the South China Sea (West Philippine Sea) will be helpful, but China's role in the South China Sea needs to be "managed," according to reports on the South China Sea. General Wei Fenghe, China's Defense Minister, said that the South China Sea is "ours," adding that China was "not afraid of air space" and that it wants peace and stability in the South China Sea, as well as the Philippines, the United States, and China.

The United States has praised the Philippines for its “proactive" engagement in South China Sea matters, even if it is not in line with the rest of the world, in that part of the world. Palace spokesperson Salvador Panelo said, following renewed clashes between US and Chinese warplanes, on Wednesday that the Philippines has taken its own position on the South China Sea.
Closing the global governance gap

By Sebnem Davis
Washington, DC

Technological waves have always driven social and political change and progress along with economic growth and changes in societal norms and behaviors. But the challenge of reaping the benefits of technological change and avoiding its political and economic consequences with the help of the world’s technological challenges in politics, business, and everyday life.

The rapid pace of technological development has led to a number of significant challenges, including the need for better governance. In the past few decades, the global economy has experienced significant changes, driven by the rise of new technologies and the globalization of markets. This has led to new forms of competition and cooperation among nations, as well as new forms of conflict and cooperation between states.

One of the most pressing challenges faced by policymakers and leaders around the world is the need to develop effective and efficient ways to govern the global economy. This is particularly true in the context of the increasing importance of non-state actors, such as international organizations, multinational corporations, and non-governmental organizations, in shaping economic and political outcomes.

In order to address these challenges, policymakers and leaders will need to develop new strategies for governance that can be effective in a rapidly changing world. This will require a new mindset, one that is more flexible and responsive to the needs of the moment, and that is able to adapt to new developments as they arise.

Another mass shooting in US; the government needs to act now

What will it take to stop this? Two years after the last mass shooting in Virginia last week. The Virginia Beach community is now facing this question, as they try to come to terms with the loss of life in a shooting that took place during a practice session. The shooting has once again reminded us of the tragic cost of gun violence.

For too many Americans, this is normal now

Virginia’s gun laws are among the loosest in the country, allowing for easier access to firearms. This has led to a significant number of mass shootings in the state. The Virginia Beach shooting has once again raised questions about the need for stricter gun laws. The state has been slow to enact meaningful gun control measures, even in the wake of tragic events like the Virginia Beach shooting.

This is not the first time that the state has been lax in its enforcement of gun laws. In the aftermath of the Virginia Beach shooting, there was a push for stricter gun laws. However, the state’s legislative body has not acted on these proposals, leading to continued access to firearms.

在美国，《福布斯》杂志上的一篇关于美国枪击案的报道，指出枪支暴力是一个严重的社会问题，需要政府采取行动。文章指出，美国的枪支死亡率是世界上最高的，每年有超过3万人死于枪支暴力。文章还提到，尽管枪支暴力是一个长期存在并受到广泛关注的问题，但美国政府在解决这个问题上却显得无所作为。文章指出，政府需要采取更有力的措施来打击枪支暴力，包括加强枪支背景调查、实施更严格的枪支管制、增加对枪支制造商和销售商的法律追究等。
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Eid festivities add sparkle to Summer in Qatar attractions

By Ayman Adly

Eid al-Fitr celebrations, which mark the end of the ‘summer’ in Qatar (820) started at a large number of local malls. This year, a large number of malls got into the act, offering a variety of opportunities to celebrate the Eid al-Fitr with style and substance.

According to an employee of a leading company that has been operating in the country for almost 5 years, the Eid al-Fitr celebration is a major event for Qatar, attracting a large number of visitors from different age groups who choose to celebrate the holiday at malls.

“Festivities in Qatar’s cultural tourism landmarks such as Souq Waqif, Souq Waqif, and Katara – the Cultural Village – are almost fi ve years in Qatar, I have noticed a surge in the number of visitors to the malls during Eid.”
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Community bonds strengthen over Eid al-Fitr holidays

By Leen AlSayyad
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Amir attends ceremony to welcome first Rafale squadron